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Abstract

31Based on the energy level scheme of Nd derived from the absorption spectra for MgNd(BO ) , S.G. P2 /c, at temperatures of 300,2 5 1

77 and 9 K, a phenomenological parametrization of the free-ion and crystal-field effects was carried out. A descending symmetry method,
from C to C symmetries, was used in the simulation of the configuration, leading to low r.m.s. deviation values. The crystal-field2v 2

31parameter sets are consistent with that corresponding to the same Eu -doped borate matrix for each of these considered symmetries.Very
good agreement of the observed crystal-field strength parameters is found when they are compared with the ab initio parameters calculated

31from crystal data for C , the real point symmetry of Nd in the matrix.  1998 Elsevier Science S.A.1
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1. Introduction

The well-known [1,2] structure of RT(BO ) , R5rare2 5

earth, T5Mg, Co, Ni, consists of infinite sheets of
52[BO ] composed of three sets of BO tetrahedra and10 4

two types of BO triangles joined by common corners,3

TO distorted octahedra joined two by two sharing one6

common edge, and RO distorted polyhedra linked via10

common edges forming chains along the b-axis (Fig. 1).
31The crystallographic site of R does not contain symme-

try elements. Among these borates and due precisely to the
one-dimensional character of the R–R interactions (R–R

˚intrachain distance is |4 A, whereas the shortest R–R
˚interchain distance is |6.5 A), the luminescence properties

of rare earth magnesium borates MgR(BO ) have raised2 5

considerable interest [3–7]. In fact, very efficient phos-
phors can be obtained by using some codoped materials,

31 31such as, for example, with Ce as the sensitizer, the Gd
31sublattice as an intermediary and Tb as the activator

6[7,8]. Finally, the crystal-field analysis of the 4f configu-
31ration of the Eu -doped lanthanum magnesium borate

Fig. 1. Projection on the bc plane of the structure of MgNd(BO )2 5
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7was made [9] using the observed F energy levels from of different lanthanides, utilized as crystal-field probes inJM

the fluorescence spectrum. the same site of isomorphous structures. The number of
k kThe present work presents the results of the study of the non-zero B and S cfps depends on the crystallographicq q

absorption spectra, between 9 K and room temperature, for site symmetry of the lanthanide ion. The serial expansion
MgNd(BO ) . From these data, the crystal-field analysis of the crystal-field potential corresponding to the very low2 5

31and the simulation of the Nd energy level scheme were C point symmetry of R in the current case keeps non-zero1

accomplished for the C and then for the C symmetries, all of the 27 cfps, which constituted nonrealistic conditions2v 2

for which either nine real, or nine real plus five complex of simulation. Instead of C , the approximate C (or C as1 2 s

crystal-field parameters (cfps) are involved, respectively. A well) point symmetry was used for the simulation involv-
2comparison with the crystal-field strength parameters ing 14 non-zero cfps, among which five complex cfps (S 2

proceeding from a parallel ab initio calculation from is set to zero by an appropriate choice of the reference axis
crystal data, in this case considering the true C symmetry system). Moreover, for C only the real part of the1 2v

31 kof the Nd position, is presented. crystal-field Hamiltonian is considered, i.e. nine real Bq

(k50, 2, 4, 6; q#k) cfps. These approximations have been
used previously [12,13].

31Free-ion parameters for Nd in various hosts are2. Experimental details
available in the literature and, in any case, they will not
differ much from one environment to another. On thePolycrystalline MgNd(BO ) was prepared as described2 5
contrary, the cfps are different for different structures,in the literature [9]. The absorption spectra were obtained
although they should vary smoothly over an isostructuralon a Cary 2400 spectrometer, at temperatures of 300, 77
series. Thus, the process of simulation was started usingand 9 K. In order to compare with previous data [9],

31 free-ion parameters from Ref. [14] and the reported [9]LaMg(BO ) :Eu was also synthesized and its fluores-2 5
phenomenological set of cfps corresponding to the samecence emission recorded at 300 and 77 K under the

31Eu -doped matrix, which we previously tested with dataexcitation of a CW argon ion laser and a dye laser adjusted
5 from our own fluorescence measurements.on the D level.0

The laborious procedure to obtain the cfps will be
facilitated if these starting values could be estimated by an
ab initio calculation model. For this reason, and in order to3. Simulation of the energy level scheme
compare with phenomenological values, the so-called

n simple overlap model, SOM, [15] was now applied. InThe position of the discrete energy levels of the 4f
fact, the authors have successfully used SOM over a wideconfigurations in solids is, in general well simulated using
variety of rare earth-containing matrices [16,17]. In thisa Hamiltonian [10] which involves the adjustment of both
model the cfps are written asfree-ion and crystal-field parameters. The free-ion

Hamiltonian considered here includes the spherically k112k k k]]B 5 kr lO r A (m)symmetric one-electron term of the Hamiltonian H , S Dq m q0 16rmelectrostatic parameters taking account the repulsion be-
Rtween equivalent f electrons, the magnetic spin–orbit 0S]Dr 5 r (2.5 , n , 5). (3)0interaction z , two-body interaction terms through the R4f

Trees parameters a, b and g, and three-body interaction
k The sum runs over all ligands of the first coordinationterms parametrized with the Judd parameters T (k52, 3,

sphere, consequently required crystallographic data are4, 6, 7 and 8). Spin–spin, spin–other–orbit and other krestricted to the closest ligand positions, and kr l radialrelativistic interactions of minor importance have not been
integrals [18] are not corrected from the spatial expansion.included,
The overlap degree r in the wavefunctions associated to

k the bonding between the metal and the ligand varies forH 5 H 1 O E e 1 z A 1 aL(L 1 1)FI 0 k 4f SO
k50,1,2,3 each ligand as a function of the distance from the central

kk ion, and is referred to the closest ligand. A is the latticeq1 bG(G ) 1 gG(R ) 1 O T t (1)2 7 k
k52,3,4,6,7,8 sum, and it takes into account the symmetry properties of

the metal site, including the effective charge attributed toThe crystal-field Hamiltonian is usually written in
the ligand. The sign 6 of the denominator differentiatesWybourne’s [11] formalism,
the type of ligand: when a single type of ligand is

k k considered, a sign 2, corresponding to the normal shift ofH 5OB ? C (2)q q
the charge barycenter from the middle of the bonding

1,2,3,11,12,13A few configurations (4f ) can be treated without distance should be taken, and when different ligands are
6,7truncations, others (4f ) have to be truncated, but, on the present the sign 2 corresponds to the most covalent.

whole, coherent results are found for the values of the cfps Comparisons between experimental and ab initio SOM
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cfps, for the true C symmetry, were made through the1

corresponding crystal-field strengths S , for the cfps ofk

rank k, and the total crystal-field strength, S [19],

2kS 5 O 1/(2k 1 1) (B )k 0H F
k

1 / 211 / 2k 2 k 2 2]1 2O [(B ) 1 (S ) ] , S 5 O S (4)F Gq q kGJ 3kq k

In these comparisons the three adjustable parameters
required for the model were fixed to the typical values of
3.5, 20.8 and 0.07, for n, the effective charge for oxygen,
and the overlap r, respectively.

The simulations were performed by the programs REEL

and IMAGE (P. Porcher, FORTRAN routines REEL and IMAGE for
n nsimulation of d and f configurations involving real and

complex crystal-field parameters, 1989, unpublished data).
Crystallographic data were taken from Ref. [2].

4. Results and discussion

31Transitions in the absorption spectrum of Nd at 9 K
4originate from the lowest level of the I manifold.9 / 2

Therefore the positions of the excited states can be directly
established from these measurements. The positions of the

4crystal-field components of I have been established9 / 2
2from transitions to P at room temperature. Thus, an1 / 2

energy level scheme of 69 levels was determined despite
31the vibronic structure of the electronic spectra of Nd in

the studied matrix. Parts of this spectrum are presented in
Fig. 2a,b. Throughout the refinement process the g param-
eter was fixed to a standard value since the levels in which
its effect is really of importance are not experimentally

2observed ( F(2) terms, for instance). Moreover, for the
2 8same reason T and T could not be varied freely. In no

case were large individual discrepancies between ex-
perimental and calculated energy levels detected. In con-

31trast with reported results in the Eu configuration [9], an
improvement in the reproduction of the energy levels is
achieved for the C symmetry, the rms deviations assumings

a lower value and the complex parameters getting fixed to
stable values different from zero.

31Table 1 also compares cfps for the Eu -doped
compound, those reported previously and a newly obtained

31 31set together. The similarity of the Eu and Nd parame-
ter sets supports the unique nature of the simulation, and
moreover it is an indication of its consistence.

Ab initio SOM cpfs have been calculated for C , the1
31 Fig. 2. (a,b) Comparison of parts of the absorption spectra oftrue symmetry for the Nd site, and in this case the

MgNd(BO ) at 77 and 9 K.2 5crystal-field potential involves a large number of cfps, 27,
far away of that experimentally obtained. Thus, in order to
compare them, the use of their corresponding crystal-field SOM values are slightly underestimated when compared to
strength parameters is a more reasonable approach. Table 2 the experimental ones, although in the worst case, S , the6

includes crystal-field strength parameters for MgNd(BO ) calculation reproduces the experiment with a precision2 5

from both spectroscopic and ab initio SOM calculation. S better than 85%. The most evident reason for this be-k
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Table 1 room temperature, whereas the energy level scheme is
31Free-ion and crystal-field parameters for Nd in MgNd(BO )2 5 mainly deduced from liquid helium temperature measure-

Nd Eu ments. This feature can limit the comparison because in
a some cases a small variation of the metal–ligand distanceC C C C2v 2 2v 2v

can induce a strong variation in the cfps values. Apart from0E 23 866 (2) 23 843 (1)
1 this, both sets have very comparable orders of magnitude.E 4983 (1) 4932 (1)
2 As a conclusion, we think that SOM offers a goodE 24.35 (2) 23.52(2)
3E 483.8 (2) 483.0 (1) opportunity for estimating cfps from the crystalline struc-

a 21.10 (5) 18.62 (5) ture, this kind of calculation being of particular interest
b 2557 (4) 2500 (4) when opaque materials are to be considered.
g [750] [750]
z 871.5 (9) 869.8 (8)
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